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The classical preprojective partition in the category mod L of f.g. right
modules over an artin algebra L was introduced by Auslander and Smalù
w x6 in 1980 and has been investigated by several authors since then. The
aim of this article is to initiate the study of relative preprojective parti-
tions. These depend upon an epiclass replacing the class of surjective
homomorphisms in the classical preprojective partition. For instance, any
covariant functor F: mod L ª A b determines such an epiclass; it consists
of those morphisms f for which F f is an epimorphism. In the classical
case all preprojective modules lie in components which also contain
projective modules. Since each module is preprojective relative to a suit-
able epiclass, our theory can be applied in any component.
The article is divided into four sections. The first one contains the basic
definitions and existence theorems. Furthermore, we derive important
characterizations of the preprojective objects. The preprojective partition
determined by a covariant functor F is the subject of the second section.
In this case the relatively preprojective objects can be described in terms
of the radical series of F. Conversely, the relative preprojective partition
yields an interesting filtration of F. The third section deals with the
relations between several partitions. We indicate how information about
many relative preprojective partitions can be deduced from partitions
determined by representable functors. For instance, the classical prepro-
jective partition can be described by relative preprojective partitions given
by the indecomposable, projective modules. In the last section we investi-
gate the relative preprojective partition determined by some suitable
indecomposable, quasi-projective module, with respect to which mod L is
directed. We show that such a partition can be determined by counting the
length of chains of irreducible morphisms. Similar algorithms for other
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types of relative preprojective partitions will be established in forthcoming
papers.
First, let us fix some notation. Throughout this article k denotes a
commutative artinian ring and L an artin algebra over k. Although our
main interest lies in mod L the category of finitely generated right
.modules we will work, more generally, in a Krull]Schmidt k-category
denoted by C. Actually, most results can even be proved for Krull]Schmidt
categories without k-structure, provided the endomorphism ring of each
object is semiprimary and some other finiteness conditions are satisfied
 w x.see 9 .
Always ind C is the class of all indecomposable objects in C ; however,
 .we put ind L s ind mod L . We consider only subclasses X : ind C
closed under isomorphic objects. By add X we denote the full additive
subcategory of C formed by the objects having only indecomposable
summands in X , and by C the subcategory formed by the objects withoutX
summands in X . We write gf for the composition of morphisms K ª fM
ª gN. The Jacobson radical of C will be denoted by rad . Functors are inC
general assumed to be covariant. Instead of a contravariant functor F:
C ª mod k we will consider the dual functor DF, where D is the usual
duality of mod k.
We use the notions and basic properties of almost split and irreducible
 w x.morphisms see 4, 5, 17 .
1. THE RELATIVE PREPROJECTIVE PARTITION
In order to obtain the relative preprojective partition, we replace the
class of surjective homomorphisms by an epiclass. These epiclasses are
defined by axioms reflecting those properties of the class of surjective
homomorphisms which are crucial for the preprojective partition.
DEFINITION 1.1. A class E of morphisms in an additive category is an
epiclass if it satisfies the following axioms:
 .I id is in E for all objects M.M
 . n n nS [ f : [ M ª [ N is in E if f , . . . , f are in E.i i i 1 nis1 is1 is1
 .K If f : K ª M and g : M ª N are in E , then gf is in E.
 .E If gf is in E for f : K ª M and g : M ª N, then g is in E.
Morphisms in an epiclass E are called E-morphisms.
For a detailed account of the various generalizations of epimorphisms,
w xwhich have been investigated in literature, we refer to 13 . Relative
w xhomology was applied to representation theory in 8 . In connection with
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preprojective partitions the classes of morphisms considered in the context
w xof projective structures in the sense of Maranda 14 are of special interest,
as we will see below.
EXAMPLES 1.2.
 .1 The class of all epimorphisms is an epiclass, and so is the class of
 .  .all split epimorphisms. By I and E each split epimorphism lies in each
epiclass.
 .2 Let F: C ª D be a covariant functor and E an epiclass in D.
Then F y1 E is an epiclass in C. For a covariant functor F: C ª mod k
we denote by E F the epiclass of all morphisms in C for which F f is an
epimorphism in mod k.
 .3 The intersection of epiclasses yields an epiclass again.
 .4 If C is an exact category, i.e., a full additive subcategory of an
 w x.abelian category, which is closed under extensions e.g., see 15 , the
morphisms g : M ª N occurring in an exact sequence 0 ª K ª fM ª
gN ª 0 form an epiclass.
Now we define the relative preprojective partition just as in the classical
case.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let E be an epiclass in C.
 .1 An object M g C is called splitting E-projecti¨ e in C if each
E-morphism f : N ª M in C is a split epimorphism. We denote by
E E  .P s P C the class of indecomposable, splitting E-projective objects in0 0
E E  . E  .E EC. Inductively, we define P s P C s P C for i G 1.i i 0 P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
E E  . E EFinally, we set P s P C s ind C _ D P . The objects in C s` ` ig N i P`
 E .add D P are called E-preprojective.ig N i
 .2 A subclass H : ind C is an E-co¨er of C if for each M g C
there is an E-morphism f : N ª M with N g add H. An E-cover is
minimal if no proper subclass is still an E-cover.
 .  .3 The E-preprojective partition consists of finite E-covers if for
E  . E Eeach i g N the class P is finite and an E-cover of C .i P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
 . E4 We denote by O the class of all indecomposable objects N for
which the zero morphism 0 ª N is in E. We call supp E s ind C _ O E the
support of E.
If the epiclass is determined by a functor F: C ª mod k, we replace E F
by F in all notations; e.g., we put P F s P E F.i i
It is not hard to see that an object is splitting E-projective if and only if
each direct summand is. Furthermore, we notice that O E : P E always`
holds and that for N g O E each morphism f : M ª N is in E. For a
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functor F: C ª mod k the class O F consists of the indecomposable
objects N with FN s 0.
In order to derive the basic existence theorem we follow Auslander and
w xSmalù. Our first result is a relative version of 6, 2.3 .
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let E be an epiclass in C. If C has a minimal
E-co¨er, then P E is the unique minimal E-co¨er.0
Proof. Obviously, each E-cover contains P E. Let H be a minimal0
E-cover, and assume that there is some M g H _ P E. Then there is an0
E-morphism f : N ª M with N g add H which is not a split epimorphism.
Let N s N [ M m such that M f ind N . Since End M is semiprimary,0 0
we even obtain an E-morphism f X: N n ª M for some n g N. Therefore,0
H _ ind M is an E-cover as well, a contradiction.
From the above proposition we get immediately that for each finite
Krull]Schmidt k-category and each epiclass E the E-preprojective parti-
tion consists of finite E-covers. As in the classical case, the preprojective
partition can now be constructed from a finite cover by means of left
almost split morphisms.
THEOREM 1.5. Let E be an epiclass in C. If C has left almost split
morphisms and a finite E-co¨er, then the E-preprojecti¨ e partition consists of
finite E-co¨ers.
Proof. The arguments are basically the same as those in the proof of
w xthe classical case 6 . However, for the convenience of the reader and for
further use, we sketch the proof. It is sufficient to show that for any finite
subclass X : ind C with P E : X the subcategory C has a finite E-cover.0 X
E  .Then P C is a finite E-cover by Proposition 1.4.0 X
We consider the subclass H : ind C _ X of the objects M having a
chain of irreducible morphisms M ª f1 ??? ª f m M s M with M g P E,0 m 0 0
M , . . . , M g X and f ??? f / 0. Because X is finite, so is H. Since C1 my1 m 1
has left almost split morphisms and radn s 0 for some n g N, for anyadd X
E  .K g P there is a morphism f : K ª M with M g add H such that f , N :0
 .  . EM, N ª K, N is surjective for each N g C . From the fact that P isX 0
an E-cover of C we can now deduce that H is an E-cover of C .X
Of course, in Theorem 1.5 the existence of left almost split morphisms is
needed only for those objects linked to P E by a chain of irreducible0
morphisms. Moreover, all E-preprojective objects lie in such components
containing splitting E-projective objects too.
COROLLARY 1.6. Let E be an epiclass in C and M g P E for somei
i g N.
 .1 If C has left almost split morphisms and a finite E-co¨er, there is a
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chain of irreducible morphisms M ª f1 ??? ª f m M s M, where M g P E,0 m 0 0
M , . . . , M g P E j ??? j P E and f ??? f / 0.1 my1 1 iy1 m 1
 .2 If C has either left almost split morphisms and a finite E-co¨er or
right almost split morphisms, then there is a chain of irreducible morphisms
N ª ??? ª N s M and 0 s l - ??? - l s i with N g P E for 0 F0 n 0 n j l j
j F n.
Proof. If C has left almost split morphisms and a finite E-cover we
 .  .conclude 1 from the definition of H in the proof of Theorem 1.5, and 2
 .follows by induction. If C has right almost split morphisms, then 2
follows by induction from the fact that a right almost split morphism f :
EN ª M is in E if and only if M f P .0
We want to point out that in general for M g P E there may be no chaini
M ª f1 ??? ª f m M s M of irreducible morphisms with M g P E satisfy-0 m 0 0
 .ing both f ??? f / 0 and m F i see Example 2.6 .m 1
In the next theorem we describe what it means for an object to be
relatively preprojective. A corresponding result in the classical situation is
w x6, 5.1 .
THEOREM 1.7. Let E be an epiclass such that P E is finite for all i g N.i
For M g ind C the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i M is E-preprojecti¨ e.
 .ii M is splitting E-projecti¨ e in C for some finite subclass X : ind C.X
 . niii For some n g N there is no E-morphism f : N ª M in rad .C
Proof.
 .  . E E Ei « ii Put X s P j ??? j P if M g P .0 iy1 i
 .  . ny1ii « iii There is some n G 1 such that rad s 0. Let f : N ª Madd X
be an E-morphism in radn . From M f O E we obtain that f is theC
composition of morphisms g : N ª K and h: K ª M, where K g C andX
h is not a split epimorphism. Thus M is not splitting E-projective in C .X
 .  . E Eiii « i We show that for M f P j ??? j P there is an E-0 iy1
morphism f : N ª M in rad i . This is trivial if i s 0. If i ) 0 there is anC
E-morphism g : N X ª M in C E E , which is not a split epimor-P j? ? ?j P0 iy2
phism. By induction, there is an E-morphism h: N ª N X in rad iy1, andC
ithen gh is an E-morphism in rad .C
 .  . E EThe proof of iii « i shows that M g P j ??? j P if there is no0 ny1
E-morphism f : N ª M in radn .C
A third condition implying that the E-preprojective objects lie in compo-
nents containing splitting E-projective objects is that all P E with i g Ni
are finite. To see this, let M g P E with i g N and n be maximal in thei
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sense that there is an E-morphism f : N ª M in radn. Then N contains a
splitting E-projective summand M such that there is a chain of irre-0
ducible morphisms M ª ??? ª M s M with m F n.0 m
2. PARTITIONS DETERMINED BY FUNCTORS
In this section we consider a covariant functor F: C ª mod k and the
epiclass E F consisting of those morphisms f for which F f is an epimor-
phism. The functor F is finitely generated if there is a functorial epimor-
 .phism F: X, ] ª F for some X g C. By Yoneda's lemma, F is uniquely
 .determined by the element x s F id g F X. F is called a minimalX X
functorial epimorphism if the element x of the module F X isEnd X
 .minimal, that is, if each f g End X with f ? x s F f x s x is invertible.
w xThis notion is closely related to left or right minimal morphisms 6 . Using
the fact that End X is semiperfect one can show that for a given x g F X
there is an idempotent f g End X such that x s f ? x is a minimal element
of the module f ? F X. Since idempotents of End X split in C , forf?End X? f
 . Xany functorial epimorphism X, ] ª F there is a direct summand X of
 X .X such that the induced functorial morphism X , ] ª F is a minimal
epimorphism. Then X X is uniquely determined up to isomorphism, and we
call X X the minimal generating object for F.
THEOREM 2.1. C has a finite E F-co¨er if and only if F is finitely
generated. Moreo¨er, the minimal finite E F-co¨er consists of the indecompos-
able summands of the minimal generating object for F.
Proof. Let X , . . . , X be representatives of an E F-cover, Y s [n X1 n iis1
and y , . . . , y a generating set of F Y. Put X s Y m and consider the1 m End Y
 .  .functorial morphism F: X, ] ª F given by y , . . . , y g F X. Then1 m
 . XXF : X, Y ª F Y is surjective, and hence F is surjective for all X gY X
add Y. Since ind Y is an E F-cover, for any M g C there is X X g add Y
X  .and f : X ª M such that F f is surjective. Therefore, F ? X, f s F f ?M
F X is surjective, and so is F .X M
 .Conversely, assume that F: X, ] ª F is a functorial epimorphism. Let
M g ind C and y , . . . , y be a generating set of FM . Since F is1 m k M
 .  .surjective, we get morphisms f : X ª M with y s F f s F f ? F id .i i M i i X X
 . m FThen FM s  Im F f and f , . . . , f : X ª M is an E -morphism.i i 1 m
This proves that ind X is an E F-cover.
For the second assertion, we already have shown both inclusions.
In combination with Theorem 1.5 this yields many relative preprojective
partitions consisting of finite covers. We present some applications with
proofs left to the reader.
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EXAMPLES 2.2.
 .  X , ] .1 For each object X the minimal E -cover is ind X. Thus
  X , ] .. w xadd X, E is a projective structure in the sense of Maranda 14 .
 .2 Let C be an exact Krull]Schmidt k-category and X g C. Then
there is a finite, minimal E Ext X , ] .-cover H if and only if there is an exact
sequence 0 ª Y ª P ª g X ª 0, where P is Ext-projective, g is right
minimal, and H s ind Y.
 .3 Let C be an exact Krull]Schmidt k-category and X g ind C.
Then there is a finite, minimal E D Ext ], X .-cover H if and only if there is an
almost split sequence 0 ª X ª Y ª Z ª 0 in C with H s ind Z.
We now turn our attention toward further descriptions of the E F-pre-
projective objects. For a functor F: C ª mod k we denote by Rad F the
radical, i.e., the intersection of all maximal subfunctors of F. It follows
w xfrom 2 that functors over Krull]Schmidt categories behave like modules
over semiperfect rings; in particular we have
n < nRad F M s Im F f f g rad N , M , N g C . 4 .  . C
COROLLARY 2.3. Let F: C ª mod k be a functor such that P F is finitei
for all i g N. An indecomposable object M is E F-preprojecti¨ e if and only if
RadnFM / FM for some n g N.
Proof. Since FM is finitely generated over k, we have RadnFM / FM
if and only if there is no E F-morphism f : N ª M in radn . Now the claimC
follows from Theorem 1.7.
Of course, we also have the dual notion of a monoclass. Each monoclass
in C is an epiclass in the opposite category C op. For a contravariant
functor F: C ª mod k we denote by M F the monoclass of all morphisms
f in C for which F f is an epimorphism in mod k. The M F-preinjective
partition of C is defined as the preprojective partition of C op given by the
induced covariant functor F 0: C op ª mod k.
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose C has almost split morphisms and let M, N g
ind C. Then N is E M , ] .-preprojecti¨ e if and only if M is M  ], N .-preinjecti¨ e.
n . .Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.3 and Rad M, ] N s
n n .  . .  w x.rad M, N s Rad ], N M see 3, 6.3 .C
An analogous result can be obtained for the E D Ext ], M .-preprojective
and the M D ExtN, ] .-preinjective partition of an exact Krull]Schmidt k-
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 wcategory with almost split morphisms. It follows from the equality see 9,
x.2.3.5
Socn Ext ] , M N s Socn Ext N , ] M . .  .  .  .
Furthermore, for indecomposable modules M, N over a quasi-Frobenius
algebra, N is E ExtM , ] .-preprojective if and only if M is M Ext ], N .-prein-
 w x.jective. Here we use the fact that in this situation see 9, 2.3.6
Radn Ext M , ] N s Radn Ext ] , N M . .  .  .  .
For a covariant functor F: C ª mod k and i g N we define a subfunc-
tor F byi
< F FF M s Im F f f : N ª M , N g C . 4i P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
wThen F s F = F = ??? is called the preprojective filtration of F. In 3,0 1
x6.15 Auslander considered a filtration of finitely presented functors F
.defined by property 3 in the next theorem and showed that for a suitable
choice of F this filtration yields the classical preprojective partition. So the
preprojective filtration is precisely the one defined by Auslander.
THEOREM 2.5. Let F: C ª mod k be a co¨ariant functor and i g N.
 . i1 F : Rad F and F : Rad F.iq1 i i
 . F Fi  .  <2 P s P s supp F rRad F s M g ind C FM s F M /i 0 i i i
4F M .iq1
 .3 F is the unique minimal subfunctor of F in the sense thatiq1
 .  .  .supp FrF is contained in supp F rRad F j supp FrF .iq1 i i i
Proof.
 .1 Let M g C. Since F M is finitely generated over k, there is f :iq1
N ª M with N g C F F and Im F f s F M. Furthermore, thereP j? ? ?j P iq10 i
 .F Fmust be K g C and g g rad K, N such that Im Fg s FN.P j? ? ?j P C0 iy1
But K g C F F implies FK s Im F id s F K and hence F MP j? ? ?j P K i iq10 iy1
: Rad F M. Now the inclusion F : RadiF follows by induction.i i
 .  . F F F2 First, we show supp F rRad F s P . For M g P j ??? j Pi i i 0 iy1
 .  .F Fand N g C we have N, M s rad N, M and thus F M sP j? ? ?j P C i0 iy1
 F F .  .Rad F M. For M g ind C _ P j ??? j P there is f g rad N, Mi 0 i C
with N g C F F and Im F f s FM. This yields F M s Rad F MP j? ? ?j P i i0 iy1
again. Now let M g P F. Since obviously F M s FM, we must show thati i
Rad F M / FM, and this follows from the fact that M is splitting E F-i
projective in C F F .P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
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 .An indecomposable object M is in supp F rRad F if and only ifi i
F M / Rad F M, and this is equivalent to the condition that M bei i
splitting E Fi-projective in C.
F  < 4 FFinally, we show P s M g ind C FM s F M / F M . For M g Pi i iq1 i
we have FM s F M, and F M / FM follows from the fact that there isi iq1
no f : N ª M with N g C F F and Im F f s FM. Conversely,P j? ? ?j P0 i
F M / FM implies M g P F j ??? j P F, whereas F M s FM impliesiq1 0 i i
M f P F j ??? j P F .0 iy1
 .  .  . F F3 From 2 we obtain supp FrF s P j ??? j P siq1 0 i
 .  . Xsupp FrF j supp F rRad F . Let F be a subfunctor of F such thati i i
 X. F F Xsupp FrF : P j ??? j P . Then we have F N s FN for N g0 i
X
F FC and hence F M : F M for M g C.P j? ? ?j P iq10 i
Relative to E s E P1, ] . we obtain the preprojective partition
E E E E E E E E EP P P P P P P P O0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
P M M , M M , M I , M M M I P , S , M1 9 6 7 4 8 2 2 3 5 1 2 2 1
and relative to M s M  ], I1. the preinjective partition
M M M M M M M M M MI I I I I I I I I O0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
I I M M , M M M M , M M P P , S , M1 2 8 5 7 9 3 2 4 6 1 2 2 1
We have a chain of irreducible morphisms P ª M ª M with M g1 9 5 5
P P1, ] .. The shortest chain from P to M with non-zero composition has6 1 5
length 7. Moreover, we have I g P P1, ] . but P g I  ], I1..1 7 1 8
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3. RELATIONS BETWEEN PARTITIONS
In this section we investigate the relations between various relative
preprojective partitions. This enables us to reduce the examination of a
given partition to other partitions which might be easier to handle.
THEOREM 3.1. Let E X : E be two epiclasses in C.
 . E E X E X1 P : P j ??? j P for i g N.i 0 i
 . X X X X  X E XE E2 If H is an E -co¨er of C , then H s H j PP j? ? ?j P 00 iy1
E X .  E E . E Ej ??? j P _ P j ??? j P is an E-co¨er of C .iy1 0 iy1 P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
 . X X3 If the E -preprojecti¨ e partition consists of finite E -co¨ers, then the
E-preprojecti¨ e partition consists of finite E-co¨ers.
Proof.
 . E1 Let i G 0 and suppose the claim is true for j - i. Let M g Pi
and f : N ª M be an E X-morphism, which is not a split epimorphism.
Since f g E , a direct summand of N is in P E j ??? j P E : P E
X
j ??? j0 iy1 0
P E
X
. This yields M g P E
X
j ??? j P E
X
.iy1 0 i
 .  E E .2 We must show that for M g ind C _ P j ??? j P there is0 iy1
an E-morphism f : N ª M with N g add H. This is clear if M g P E X0
j ??? j P E
X
. Otherwise, there is an E X-morphism f : N ª M for someiy1
X  .N g add H . Then we have N g add H by 1 and f g E.
 . E X X X XE E3 Let i g N. Because P is a finite E -cover of C ,i P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
 . EE EC has a finite E-cover by 2 , and then P is the minimal oneP j? ? ?j P i0 iy1
by Proposition 1.4.
This result is useful in many situations. We state two applications.
EXAMPLES 3.2.
 .1 Let E be an epiclass such that C has a finite E-cover with
representatives X , . . . , X . Then for X s [n X we get E  X , ] . : E.1 n iis1
This follows from the fact that for each E  X , ] .-morphism f : M ª N we
have an E-morphism g : X n ª N and then some h: X n ª M such that
g s fh. Therefore, the preprojective partition relative to epiclasses of type
E  X , ] . are partcularly interesting.
 . F2 For any right exact functor F: mod L ª mod k the epiclass E
contains all epimorphisms. The preceding theorem implies that each
E F-preprojective module is preprojective in the classical sense, and in
particular all modules in P F are projective. Especially, for X g mod L the0
minimal E D ], X .-cover P D ], X . contains up to isomorphism precisely the0
indecomposable summands of the projective cover of the socle of X.
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Now we consider an epiclass represented as the intersection of a family
of epiclasses. If the index set is infinite, we will need a fairly strong
condition concerning the intersection of the supports to get the desired
results.
 . LEMMA 3.3. Let E be a family of epiclasses such that A s a ga a g A M
< 4A M g supp E is finite for each M g ind C , and let E s F E .a a g A a
 .1 If H is an E -co¨er for each a g A, then D H is an E-co¨er.a a a a
 . E Ea2 P s D P .0 a 0
Proof.
 .1 Let M g ind C. For a g A there is an E -morphism f : N ªM a a a
 .M with N g H . Then f : [ N ª M is in E.a a a aa g A M
 . Ea E Ea2 From E : E we infer P : P . If M f D P , then fora 0 0 a 0
each a g A there is an E -morphism f : N ª M which is not a splitM a a a
 .epimorphism. Hence f : [ N ª M is an E-morphism and there-a aa g A MEfore M f P .0
 . For a family of epiclasses E and a g A we put A s b ga a g A a
< 4A supp E l supp E / B . Obviously, if A is finite for each a g A,a b a
then A is finite for each M g ind C.M
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a family of epiclasses such that A isa a g A a
finite for each a g A, and let E s F E . The following conditions area g A a
equi¨ alent:
 . Ei The E-preprojecti¨ e partition consists of E-co¨ers and P li
supp E is finite for i g N and a g A.a
 .ii For each a g A the E -preprojecti¨ e partition consists of finitea
E -co¨ers.a
 .  .If i and ii are satisfied, an indecomposable object is E-preprojecti¨ e if and
only if it is E -preprojecti¨ e for some a g A.a
Proof.
 .  . E EE Ei « ii If P is an E-cover of C and P l supp E isi P j? ? ?j P i a0 iy1
 E E .  Ea Eafinite for i g N and a g A, then P j ??? j P _ P j ??? j P j0 i 0 iy1
Ea . EaE EO is a finite E -cover of C by Theorem 3.1; thus P is thea aa P j? ? ?j P i0 iy1
minimal one.
 .  . Ea E Eii « i Let P be a finite E -cover of C for i g Na ai a P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
 Eand a g A. To proceed by induction, let i G 0 and suppose P j ??? j0
E .P l supp E is finite for each a g A. Then we can find j g N withiy1 a a
Ea  E E .  Ea Ea .  EP l P j ??? j P s B. Thus P j ??? j P _ P j ??? jj 0 iy1 0 j 0a a
E . Ea .E E E EP is a finite E -cover of C , and H s P C isiy1 a P j? ? ?j P a 0 P j? ? ?j P0 iy1 0 iy1
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the minimal one by Proposition 1.4. Therefore, P E s D H is an E-coveri a a
of C E E by Lemma 3.3, and P E l supp E : D H is finite forP j? ? ?j P i a bgA b0 iy1 a
a g A.
E EaAdditionally, we have obtained D P s D D P .igN i igN agA i
We present an important application with a finite index set.
EXAMPLES 3.5.
 . n  X , ] .  Xa , ] .1 If X s [ X , then E s F E . In this way we cana aas1
deduce information about many relative preprojective partitions from
E Y , ] .-preprojective partitions with indecomposable objects Y.
 . L , ] .2 In particular, the class of all epimorphisms in mod L is E s
F E Pa , ] ., where P , . . . , P are representatives of the indecomposable,1 n
projective modules. Hence the classical preprojective partition can be
described by the relative preprojective partitions given by the projectives
P , . . . , P .1 n
4. PARTITIONS WITH DIRECTED SUPPORT
As an application of our general theory, we develop now a method for
the calculation of some particular relative preprojective partitions. Our
w xalgorithm is closely related to a similar one established by Todorov 18 for
the classical preprojective partition over hereditary algebras.
In the sequel, for a module M we denote by ind M the class of
 .indecomposable direct summands of M, and by fac M resp. sub M the
 .category of factor modules resp. submodules of finite direct sums of
copies of M.
 .We consider a module X having the property Ext X, fac X s 0 s
 .Ext X, sub X . Note that this condition is satisfied if and only if X (
PrPeL for some projective module P and some idempotent e g L.
Moreover, we will assume that X is indecomposable and that mod L is
w xdirected in the sense of Definition 4.6. It was observed in 16, 10 that
 .supp X, ] can be described by means of the subclass of modules M g
 .  . w xsupp X, ] satisfying Ext M, fac X s 0. By 7, 5.6 the latter condition is
 .equivalent to X, Ker g s 0, where g : N ª M is the minimal left almost
split morphism. Now exactly these modules M turn out to be crucial for
the E  X , ] .-preprojective partition too.
We denote by n  X , ] . the ideal of morphisms factoring through a moduleO
 X , ] .  .M g add O , i.e., with X, M s 0.
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 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let X g ind L with Ext X, fac X s 0 s Ext X, sub X
 .  .and rad N, N ? X, N s 0 for all N g ind L. Then for M g ind L and
i g N the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  X , ] .i M g P .i
 .ii There is a chain of irreducible morphisms X s M ª ??? ª M s0 i
 .M in supp X, ] .
 .  X , ] .  X , ] .  X , ] .  X .  X , ] .iii M f P j ??? j P j O and rad M , M : n0 iy1 O
for each M X g mod L  X , ] .  X , ] ..P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
The proof is based on the following two lemmata.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let X, M g mod L with Ext M, fac X s 0 and g : N ª M
be a minimal right almost split morphism. If there are non-
 .isomorphic modules in ind N l supp X, ] , then there are f , f g0 1
 .  .  .Soc X, M with f / 0 and f f M, M ? f ? X, X .End X 0 1 0
 .Proof. Since End N and End X are semiprimary, we have rad N, N ?
 .  . X YSoc X, N m Soc X, N . Decompose N s N [ N such thatEnd X End X
X  X.  Y X.  Y .there is h g Soc X, N _ N , N ? Soc X, N and all inde-End X End X
composable summands of N X are isomorphic. By assumption, we have a
Y  Y . Y Y X Xmorphism 0 / h g Soc X, N too. Put f s gq h and f s gq hEnd X 0 1
X X Y Y  .for the inclusions q : N ª N and q : N ª N. From X, Ker g s 0 we
infer f / 0.0
Suppose f s n ¨ f u with u g End X and ¨ g End M. Then for1 is1 i 0 i i i
Ä Y n Ä Y Ä Y Ä .  .  .  .  .N s N , h s h u g Soc X, N and g s ¨ gq g rad N, MÄi i End X i i
Ä Äwe get f s gh. Since g is right almost split, there is h: N ª N withÄ1
Ä X X Ä X X .  .g s gh. Then g ? hh y q h s gh y gq h s 0, and from X, Ker g s 0Ä Ä
X XÄ Ä .  .we infer h g N, N ? Soc X, N , a contradiction.End X
Using the two morphisms from Lemma 4.2 we obtain large indecompos-
able modules. Similar constructions with fibre sums are quite familiar e.g.,
w x. w xsee 10 . For a definition of quasi-projective modules we refer to 1 .
LEMMA 4.3. Let X g ind L be quasi-projecti¨ e, M g ind L with
 .  .  .Ext M, fac X s 0, and f , f g Soc X, M l Soc X, M with0 1 End X End M
f f 20 1 .  .  .f / 0 and f f M, M ? f ? X, X . Then the cokernel K of : X ª0 f0 1 0 0
2  .  .M is indecomposable and rad K, K ? Soc X, K / 0.End X
To see this, take an arbitrary endomorphism h of K, lift it to endomor-
phisms of M 2 and X 2, and then show that h or 1 y h is invertible.
 .COROLLARY 4.4. Let X g ind L be quasi-projecti¨ e and rad K, K ?
 .  .X, K s 0 for all K g ind L. Then for M g ind L with Ext M, fac X s 0
the minimal right almost split morphism has the shape g : N n [ N ª M with1 0
 .N indecomposable and X, N s 0.1 0
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Proof. Let g : N ª M be a minimal right almost split morphism. If
 .there are non-isomorphic modules in ind N l supp X, ] , then Lemma 4.2
 .  .  .yields f , f g Soc X, M with f / 0 and f f N, N ? f ? X, X .0 1 End X 0 1 0
 .  .Since Soc X, M s X, M , by Lemma 4.3 there is K g ind L withEnd M
 .  .rad K, K ? X, K / 0, a contradiction.
 .  .If supp X, ] is a hammock with hammock function dim X, ] , then in
C Cw x  .Corollary 4.4 we even have n F 1 by 16, Cor. 3 . But the algebra 0 R
shows that there might be more than one summand N if we are not1
working over an algebraically closed base field.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. For i s 0 we need only observe that there is a
 .minimal right almost split morphism g : N ª X with X, N s 0. So
assume i ) 0.
 .  .  X , ] .i « ii Let M g P and g : N ª M be minimal right almosti
split. Then N has a direct summand N g P  X , ] . with j - i. By induction,0 j
 .we have a chain X s M ª ??? ª M s N in supp X, ] , and from0 j 0
M f P  X , ] . j ??? j P  X , ] . we infer j s i y 1.0 iy1
 .  . f1 f iii « iii Let X s M ª ??? ª M s M be a chain in0 i
 .  X , ] .  X , ] . X , ] .supp X, ] . Then M f O and from f f n we infer M f Pi O 0
j ??? j P  X , ] ..iy1
Next, for the minimal right almost split morphism g : N ª M, we show
  X , ] .  X , ] ..  . nthat N g add P j O . If Ext M, fac X s 0, we get N ( Miy1 iy1
 X , ] .  .[ N from Corollary 4.4, where M g P by induction and X, N0 iy1 iy1 0
 .s 0. If Ext M, fac X / 0 we have an almost split sequence 0 ª K ª N
 .ª M ª 0 with K g supp X, ] and an irreducible morphism f : K ª M .iy1
Then f f n  X , ] ., and by induction we obtain K g P  X , ] . and a chainO iy2
 .   X , ] .X s K ª ??? ª K s K in supp X, ] . This yields N g add P j0 iy2 iy1
 X , ] ..O again.
X  X . X X , ] .  X , ] .Now let M g mod L and h g rad M , M . There is h :P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
M X ª N with ghX s h. By induction, we obtain hX g n  X , ] . and thusO
h g n  X , ] ..O
 .  .  X .  X , ] .  X , ] .iii « i For each f g rad M , M in mod L weP j? ? ?j P0 iy1
 .  X , ] .  X , ] .have X, f s 0 and thus f f E . So M is splitting E -projective in
 X , ] .  X , ] .mod L .P j? ? ?j P0 iy1
Note that in Example 2.6 the method from Theorem 4.1 does not yield
P1, ] .  .  .the E -preprojective partition; there we have rad M , M ? P , M9 9 1 9
 ./ 0. The condition for the chain in Theorem 4.1 to be in supp X, ] is
essential too, as the following example shows.
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EXAMPLE 4.5. Let L be the directed algebra with quiver




bounded by ba s 0, dg s 0. Then there is a chain of irreducible mor-
 .phisms P ª I ª S ª P with P , S s 0 and a chain P ª I ª I ª3 5 2 1 3 2 3 5 4
 . P3, ] .S ª P in supp P , ] . Thus we have P g P .3 1 3 1 4
DEFINITION 4.6. We call mod L directed with respect to X g mod L if
there is no chain M ªf1 ??? ªf m M s M of non-isomorphisms be-0 m 0
 .tween indecomposable modules with m ) 0 and X, f / 0 for i si
1, . . . , m.
 .Obviously, if mod L is directed with respect to X, then rad M, M ?
 .X, M s 0 for all M g ind L. Conversely, let X g ind L with
 .  .  .  .Ext X, fac X s 0 s Ext X, sub X and rad M, M ? X, M s 0 for all
 .  .  X , ] .M g ind L. If supp X, ] is finite, each M g supp X, ] is E -prepro-
jective, and from Theorem 4.1 we obtain that mod L is directed with
 .respect to X. We now present a condition implying that supp X, ] is
finite.
 .PROPOSITION 4.7. Let X g ind L with Ext X , fac X s 0 s
 .  .  .Ext X, sub X and rad M, M ? X, M s 0 for all M g ind L. If the
  X , ] . <  . 4subclass X s M g D P Ext M, fac X s 0 is finite, thenig N i
 .supp X, ] is finite.
Proof. Consider the skewfield F s End X, the category K s
  ..  w x. X , ] .add Xrn , and the subspace category U K, X, ] see 15 . SinceO
 .  X , ] .Ext X, fac X s 0, a L-homomorphism f is in n if and only ifO
 .  .X, f s 0. Thus the induced functor X, ] : K ª mod F is faithful. We
  ..  X , ] .obtain a functor F: U K, X, ] ª mod Lrn mapping an objectO
 .   ..V , V , g g U K, X, ] to the cokernel of g : V m X ª V , where gÄ Ä0 v V V v 0 V
 .is the adjoint of the monomorphism g : V ª X, V . It is straightfor-V v 0
  ..ward to prove that F is full and that a morphism in U K, X, ] is
annihilated by F if and only if it factors through add X , where X is the
  . .class of objects M, X, M , id with M g X .
Next, we show that each N g P  X , ] . with i g N lies in the image of F.i
w x  f j. m  g j.From 10, 3.1 we obtain an exact sequence K ª [ M ª N ª 0jjs1
iq1  .  .with K g add X and g g rad or X, M / 0 s Ext M , fac X forjj j
iq1 .  X , ] .j s 1, . . . , m. From Theorem 4.1 we infer rad M , N : n and thusj O
g f s 0 if M f X . Since N is indecomposable, we get an exact sequencej j j
K ª f M ª g N ª 0 with M g add X and therefore N (
  .  ..F M, X, K , X, f .
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 .  X , ] .Now suppose supp X, ] is infinite. Then P / B for all i g N andi
n  ..thus U K, X, ] is infinite. Since X is finite, we have rad s 0 foradd X
some n g N. From the classification of the minimal representation-infinite
w xPI-vectorspace categories 12 we know that there is some indecomposable
  ..  .nq1  .object V in U K, X, ] with rad V, V / 0. This yields rad V, V ­
 .  .n , and thus for M s F V we derive rad M, M ? X, M / 0, a contradic-X
tion.
w xIn 11 it was shown that an algebra over an algebraically closed field is
 .of finite type if each indecomposable module M is a brick, i.e., rad M, M
s 0. Using similar arguments we obtain a more general result.
THEOREM 4.8. Let 1 s n e be a decomposition in local, orthogonalis1 i
idempotents, f , . . . , f further idempotents with e f L f L, X s1 n i i i
e Lre L f L, and X s [n X . Then mod L is directed with respect to eachi i i iis1
 .  .X if and only if rad M, M ? X, M s 0 for all M g ind L. In this case Li
is of finite type.
 .  .Proof. It suffices to show that L is of finite type if rad M, M ? X, M s
0 for all M g ind L. We may assume that L is not simple and a s t LX1
/ 0 for the trace ideal t L. By induction, Lra is of finite type. For eachX1
 .  .non-projective module M g supp X , ] with Ext M, fac X s 0 we have1 1
 .D Tr M g ind Lra, and so Proposition 4.7 yields that supp X , ] is finite1
too. Thus L is of finite type.
Remark 4.9
 .1 We want to point out that our proof of Theorem 4.8 still works if
L is a right artinian PI-ring with almost split morphisms in mod L.
 .  .2 Note also the following special case. If Ext S, S s 0 for each
simple module S and Soc M : Soc M for each M g ind L, then LL End M
is of finite type. Here we put f s  e for i s 1, . . . , n.i e L \ e L jj i
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